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My invention relates to improvements in 
circuit cont.rolling apparatus and more par
ticularly to the control of electric circuits on 
the occurrence of predetermined conditions 

s either substantially instantaneously or in a 
time which is a function of an electric quan
tity of the circuit. An object of my inven
tion is to provide improved circuit controlling 
appantus whose operation is practically un-

10 affected by wa¥e form, frequency and tem
perature and whi~h imposes a small burden on 
the circuit and has relatively few moving 
parts. 

My invention will be better understood 
15 from the following description when con

sidered in connection with the accompanying 
drawing, and its scope will be pointed out in 
the appended claims. 

In the accompanying dra:wing, Fig. 1 mus-
20 trates, partly diagrammatIcally and partly 

in cross section circuit controlling apparatus 
embodying my invention; Figs. 2 and 3 are 
details of parts of the apparntus shown in 
Fig. 1; Fig. 4 illustrates a modification of my 

25 inYention, Fig. 5 is a detail of a part of the 
apparatus shown in Fig. 4, and Fig. 6 illus
trates a modification of a part of my inyen-
tion. . 

My invention is bused on the principle that 
30· when a conductor carries current and is sub-· 

jected to a magnetic flux perpendicular to 
the direction of the current, there is a force 
tending to move the conductor in a direction 
perpendicular to the directions of both the 

85 current and the flux. My present inyention 
also employs in part a fluid conductor pump 
such as disclosed in my copen ding applica
tion Serial No. 112,406, filed ~fay 28, 19~(i 
and assigned to thl' saml' as!-ngnee as tIllS 

to invention, now Putent No. 1,660,401, issued 
February 28, 1928. 

Referring now to Fig. 1, an electric circuit 
10, which for illustration may be considered 
as a direct current circuit, is provided with 

electroresponsive device 13 which; as shown, 
is arranged to be energized in accordance 
with the current in the circuit 10. 

This device 13 comprises a fluid conduc
tor 14 such as mercury which is arranged to 55 
be actuated electrodynamically in accordance 
with my invention. A conduit for the fluid 
~onductor 14 comprises a reservoir 15, an inlet 
16 thereto and an outlet 17 therefrom, and 
an enlarged portioll 18 for providing volu- ClO 
metric capacIty, an inlet 19 thereto and an 
outlet 20 therefrom. 

For causing the flow of tIle fluid conductor 
14 in accordance with a current which may be 
derived from the circuit 10, a portion of'the Cl5 
conduit between the outlet 17 and the inlet 19 
is formed between electric current conducting 
members such as copper plates 21 between 
which is mounted a U-shaped magnetic mem
ber 22. In order to obtain maximum efficien- 10 
cy, this member is suitably insulated from 
the plates 21 and the fluid conductor 14 so tIlat 
none of the current in the conductor or in the 
plates 21 ~ow~ through it. These plates 21, 
as shown m FIg. 1, may be connected direct- 15 
ly in series with the circuit 10 or as shown 
through leads 23 across suitable voltage drop 
producing means such as a shunt 24 so that a 
current proportional to the current in the cir
cuit 10 flows from one plate 21 across the fluid 80 
conductor 14 between the plates and the mag
netic member 22 to the other plate.· 1Vith ~his 
constrnction,it is obvious that a portion of the 
fluid conductor 14 forms a part of the elec
tric circuit which includes the plates 21. ]!'Ul'- 85 
thermore, the magnetic member 22 and the 
plates 21 comprise an electromagnetic means 
for directing across the conductor 14 the flux 
due to the current in the conductor. There 
is thus provided a force 01' pressure on the con- lIO 
ductor 14. tending to cause the conductor to 
flow from the reservoir 15 into the enlarged 
portion 18 at a rate dependent on the current 
in the circuit 10. 

For controlling the circuit breaker 11 in 96 
accordance with this flow or pressure head, 
cooperating contacts 25 arranged to control 
the circuit of the trip coil 12 may be mounted 

45 suitable circuit interrupting means such as 
a circuit breaker 11 having a trip coil 12. For 
controlling the circuit breaker 11 in response 
to predetermined circuit conditions in accord
ance with an electric guantity of tIle circuit 

i 50 such as the current, voltage, etc., I provide an 
} 

in and insulated from the outlet 20 when a 
time limit action is desired. Then, on the 100 
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. occurrence of current in the circuit 10 in ex
cess of 0. predetermined value, the contacts 
25 will be bridged by the fluid conductor 14 
after a time dependent on the height of the 

6 contacts and the volume of the fluid conduc
tor 14 that has to be pumped. In order to 
vary the time, the volumetric capacity of the 
enlarged conduit portion 18 may be varied or 
the height of the contaCts changed or both. 

]0 In Fig. 1, I have shown an arrangement for 
doing both, the outlet portion 20 being offset 
from the center of the enlarged portion 18 to 
assist in this purpose. For doing these two 
things, the device 13 may be pivoted on tl'Un-

15 nion supports 26 and 27, the latter of which 
may have 0. slotted arcuate portion 28 ar
ranged to receive a clumping screw 29 which 
is DJOimted in a support 30 secured to the 
upper plate 21. The urcuate portion 28 may, 

20 of course, be suitably graduated, as d~sh·ed. 
'Where substantially instantaneous action is 
desired, the contacts 25 may be mountl)d in 

'the inlet portion 19 just above the level of the 
surface of the fluid conductor 14 under nol'-

25 mal circuit conditions. 
In order to control the flmv of the fluid 

conductor 14, an orifice plate 31 may be 
mounted in the conduit inlet portion 19. 
This plate 31, in order to prevent cumula-

30 tive action on closely occurring overcurrent 
surges for example and to provide a quick 
return of the fluid conductor, may be con
structed as shown, so as to be biased by grav
ity and the down flow of the fluid conductor 

85 to provide a large down flow ol)ening but to 
be raised by the fluid conductor 14 on upwnrd 
flow thereof so as to provide a relatively small 
upward flow opening. For this purpose! the 
orifice plate 31 may normally rest on spaced 

40 arms 32 arranged in the upper end of the 
conduit inlet portion 19 and of such length 
and spacing as to provide the desired down 
flow opening. The time of operation can 
also be varied by using plates 31 with differ-

45 ent sizes of orifices. 
While in Fig. 1 I have discussed my in

vention as applied to a direct current circuit 
10, it is, of course, obvious that this modifi
cation of my invention is also applicable to 

50 alternating current circuits since the flux 
across and the current in the fluid conductor 
14 reverse simultaneously. 

In the modification of my invention shown 
in Fig. 4, the circuit 10' is assumed to be an 

55 alternating current circuit and the copper 
1>lates 2~ are replaced by an electric current 
conductmg member such as a copper strap 
21' which, with the portion' of the fluid COll

ductor in circuit therewith, forms a single 
60 turn secondarv winding of a transformer 

having a core 33 and II. primary winding 34. 
This winding, as shown, is connected to be 
energized in accordance with, an electric 
quantity such as the current of the cit'cuit 

as 10' through a current transformer 35. The 

primary winding 34 may be normally ener
gized 01' ener:rized only on the occurrence of 
predetermined circuit conditions. In the lat
ter case, suitable controlling means responsive 
to the circuit condition, such as an overcur- 70 
rent relay 36, in circuit with the transformer 
35 may be provided. This relay 36, through 
its contacts, may normally short circuit the 
primary winding 34, but on the occurrence 
of current equal to or in excess of the yalue 75 
for which it is set to operate: will start the 
operation of the device 13'. 

By having the core 33 arranged to saturate 
at some predetermined current in the primary 
winding 34, any larger current will not ap- 80 
preciably increase the current in the second
ary winding formed by the conducting strap 
21~ and the fluid conductor in circuit there
with. In this way the device 13" may be 
given an inverse definite time characteristic, 85 
that is, inverse time for all currents below 
the predetermined vulue, necessary to satu
rate, an,d definite time· for all values in ex
cess of the saturating value. By setting the 
relay 36 to operate at the saturating current 00. 
value, a SUbstantially definite time character
istic may be obtained. 
. Instead of rotating the device to obtain a 
time delay adjustment as in Fig. 1, I may vary 
the volumetric capacity of the enlarged con- 95: 
duit portion 18 by adjustably mounting there-
in, as shown in ~'ig. 5, a diaphragm 37 whose 
position can be varied by the screw 38. In 
this way, the amount of·the fluid conductor 
that needs to be pumped to bridge the con- 10( 
tacts 25 and therefore the time of nperation 
of the device 13' can be nried. I may also 
control the time limit adjustment as shown 
in Fig. 6 by a bypass 39 between the reservoir 
15 and the inlet 19. This bypass 39 may be 10e 
provided with suitable means such as a valve 
40 to control the amount of the fluid conduc-
tor 14 bypassed. 

In the modification shown in Fig. 1, the 
reservoir 15 is open to the air at the top and 110 
when mercury is used for the fluid conductor, 
a layer of some suitable fluid snch as oil may 
be llsed on top of the mercury to avoid oxida
tion effects. In the modification shown in 
Fig. 4, the conduit is sealed und may be evac- 115 
uated or filled with a suitable gas, such as 
hydrogen, above the mercury. 

In order to prevent sludging of the fluid 
conductor when mercury is used and the con- 120 
ducting members 21, 21' are copper, these 
members are preferably coated with a sur
face that does not amalgamate with mercury 
and yet does present a good contact. Plati
num and iron can be used for this purpose, 125 
but the former is preferable, since iron, even 
though in the so-called non-magnetic forms, 
would bypass some of the flux that should 
be providing the magnetic field across the 
slot or opening between the conducting mem- . 130 /" 
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bers and the magnetic member 12 through tion and means for causing the flow of said 
which the fluid conductor flows. fluid conductor whereby to control said con

While I have shown and described my in- tacts in a time de:{>endent on said volumetric 
vention in considerable detail, I do not desire capacity comprismg an electric circuit of 

5 to be limited to the exact arrangements which a portIon of said fluid conductor on 
shown, but seek to cover in the appended the inlet side of said enlarged conduit por- 70 
claims all those modifications that fall with- tion forms a part, means for subjecting said 
in tIle true spirit and scope of my invention. fluid conductor to a magnetic field substan-

What I claim as new and desire to secure tially perpendicular to the direction of the 
1(; by Letters Patent of the United St.atest ist- current in the conductor, and means for 76 

1. A tune element electroresp0l1Slve deVIce varying said volumetric capacity. 
including a fluid conductor, a conduit for 6. In combination, an electric circuit, 

. said conductor, cooperating contacts mounted means for interrupting the circuit, electro
in said conduit, and means for causing the magnetic means for controlling said inter-

11; flow of said conductor whereby to control said rupting means including a fluid conductor 80 
contacts in a time qependent on the rate of element and a magnetic element for subject
flow of the conductor including an electric ing said fluid conductor element to a mag
circuit of which a portion of said conductor netic field, and means for controlling the en
forms a part, and magnetic means for direct- ergization of one of said elements in accord-

. 1:~' ing across the conductor the flux due to cur- ance with an electric quantity of the circuit 85 
l'ent in the conductor whereby to cause the including a relay connected and arranged to 
flow of said conductor in accordance with the operate in res:{>onse to a predetermined con-
current conducted thereby. dItion of the CIrcuit. 

2. An electroresponsive device including a 7. A time element electrosponsive device 
H flui~ conductor, a conduit for said conductor, comprising a fluid conductor, a conduit for 90 

cooperating contacts controlled by suid con- said conductor having an enlarged portion 
ductor upon the flow thereof, o.ndmeans for to provide volumetric capacity, cooperating 
causing the flow of said conductor including· contacts mounted in the outlet from said en-
an electric circuit of which a ·portion of said larged portion and means fol' causinO' the 

:l('. conductor forms a part and magnetic means flow of said conductor whereby to c;ntrol 05 
for directing across the conductor the flux said contacts in a time dependent on the rate 
due to CUlTent in the conductor. of flow of the conductor and said volumetric 

3. A time element electroresponsive device capacity comprising an electric circuit of 
comprising a fluid conductor, a condllit for which a portion of said conductor forms a 

!~!' said conductor, cooperating contacts con- part and magnetic means for directing across 100 
trolled by said conductor upon the flow there- the conductor the flux due to current in the 
of and means for causing the flow of said conductor whereby to cause the flow of said 
conductor comprising un electric circuit of conductor in accordance with the current 
which a portion of the conductor forms a conducted thereby. . 

~~ part, magnetic means for directing across the 8. A. time element electroresponsive de""' 105 
conductor the flux due to current in the con- vice comprising a fluid conductor, a conduit 
ductor and means adapted to be operated to for said conductor having an enlarg-ed por
vary the time for controlling said contacts tion to provide volumetric capaCIty coJ, 
independently of the rate of flow of the con- operating contacts mounted in the ~utlet 

, ~.ii ductor. from said enlarged portion and means for 110 
. 4. A time 'element electroresponsive de- causing the flow of said conductor whereby 

vice comprising a fluid conductor, a conduit to control said contacts in a time dependent 
for said conductor having an enlarged por- on the rate of flow of the conductor and said 
tion to provide volumetric capacity, contacts volumetric capacity comprising an electric 

. t:! mounted in the outlet from said enlarged circuit of which a portion of said conductor 115 
portion and means for causing the flow of forms a part, magnetic means for directing 
said fluid conductor whereby to control said across the conductor the flux due to current 
contacts in a time dependent on said volu- in the conductor whereby to cause the flow 
metric capacity including an electric circuit of said conductor in accordance with the cur-

l;ii of wHch a portion of said fluid conductor on rent conducted thereby, and means for vary- 120 
the i;llet side of said enlarged conduit por- in~ the time of controlling said contacts. 
tion forms a part and means for subjecting ln witness wbereof, I have hereunto set 
said fluid conductor to a magnetic field sub- my hand this 24th day of September, 1926. 
stantially perpendicular to the direction of KENNETH T. BAINBRIDGE. 

co the current in the conductor. 
5. A time element electroresponsive device 

compIising a fluid conductor. a conduit for 
said conductor having an e.nlarged portion 
to provide volumetrIC capacit)', contacts 

65 mounted in the outlet from said eiJarged por-

125 
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